Boatwright Memorial Library (261 Richmond Way)
Boatwright is the academic heart of campus, even as we complete an expansion and renovation that will add a soaring atrium and new gathering spaces. Start at **8:15 at Boatwright**. Boasting an array of healthy snacks, late-night guilty pleasures, and, most importantly, plenty of caffeine, 8:15 is a popular stop for students running to class or pulling a late night in the library.

Feeling creative? You might set type, run a printing press, and bind your own book in the **Book Arts Studio**, or shape new ideas through 3-D printing in the **Technology Learning Center**. At Boatwright, you can hold a 4000-year-old Cuneiform tablet in the **Galvin Rare Book Room**, map and reinvent the humanities in the **Digital Scholarship Lab**, engage in deliberative discussions in our collaborative spaces, or take time to reflect in silent study areas.

You’ll not only have access to millions of digital books, journals, films, and music, you’ll also find highly skilled people—research librarians, academic technologists, writing instructors, and academic skill tutors—ready to support your work. Boatwright will soon be the home of the **Weinstein Learning Center**, which includes writing, speech, and quantitative skills centers, tutoring, and other academic support.

Carole Weinstein International Center (211 Richmond Way)
**Spatial Analysis Lab, Third Floor:** In this lab, you’ll find students working alongside faculty mentors behind dual-monitor computer workstations using the latest Geographic Information Systems (GIS), Global Positioning Systems (GPS), and remote sensing software. The SAL houses an extensive map collection and growing library of digital data, so you’ll never get lost finding your next destination.

Robins School of Business (102 UR Drive)
**iLab, Atrium:** This flexible use space furthers a culture of innovation by hosting small venture pitches and Spider Business Hub meetings, serving as an incubator for student companies, and welcoming investor meetings. Imagine what entrepreneurial ventures you might launch right here.

Gottwald Center for the Sciences (138 UR Drive)
**Chemistry Instruments Laboratory, C102:** Adjacent to the main atrium, you’ll find large viewing windows into the instrumentation lab. Supporting our 50 teaching and research labs requires an assortment of modern equipment such as lasers, vacuum systems, inert atmosphere boxes, cryogenic equipment, and analytical instrumentation—to name just a few. You can also roam the hallways of Gottwald to see examples of students’ published research in the sciences.

Mary Morton Parsons Music Library (453/455 Westhampton Way)
A hidden gem for students who want a distraction-free study space, the Parsons Music Library offers collections that help you watch, listen, and make music in all genres, and books covering all aspects of music and dance.

Humanities Building (106 UR Drive)
**Archeology Lab, Room 115:** Opened in the fall of 2021, this new lab space facilitates group work with artifacts and other materials and will enable future archaeological work around campus. You’ll be able to use this dedicated lab for washing, cataloging, analyzing, and storing a variety of artifacts.